Style Sheet for English Essays
in the
Auslandsrundschau
of the Zeitschrift für die Gesamten Strafrechtswissenschaft – ZStW

The Auslandsrundschau follows a particular style to structure text and citation. Please follow our style closely because it will save time copyediting your manuscript and reduce the number of queries for you to answer. This is the most time-consuming aspect of processing your essay. If in doubt about whether or not to include information, err on the side of inclusion. It is easier to edit out information that to find it and add it later.

Authors’ names / Affiliation

Academic title, full first name, last name, and current place of employment: faculty (use English term), institution (use national language), city (use English name of city if not part of institution’s name)

Professor Dr. Francesco Viganò, Faculty of Law, Università Bocconi, Milan
Professor Dr. Lorena Bachmaier, Faculty of Law, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Headings / Structure of essay

I. Roman numeral
   1. Arabic numeral
      a) Lowercase letter
      aa) Two lowercase letters

(1) Arabic numeral in parentheses

Please format headings in **bold** print and add a blank line after each heading.

Formatting instructions

Please do not use any preformatted templates.

Running text

The ZStW takes exception from conventional referencing styles here: Footnote reference numbers (superscript) are placed before the punctuation mark:
Footnotes

Capitalise at the beginning; always end with a fullstop.

When citing sources: Multiple sources are separated by a semicolon.

Emphasis

Use *italics* to emphasise content in the text (use sparingly).

Use *italics* for personal names, and for foreign words/ (legal) Latin terms.

Abbreviations

Names of institutions, names of acts/bills/treaties, etc.

Write out in full at first mention in the running text.

Place abbreviation in parentheses behind the full mention.

Continue to use the abbreviation in the remainder of the text and in the footnotes.

... at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). According to the decision of the ICTR ...

Standard phrases

**Running text:** Write out in full whenever possible.

*for example, respectively, according to, approximately*

**Footnotes:** Abbreviate, use fullstops, do not put blanks in between single letters.

*at, resp., acc. to, approx.*

Referencing style

Please follow the rules below. If a matter of referencing style is not mentioned in the following, you may follow your own rules as long as they are applied consistently throughout the text.

**In general:** Sources are cited in the footnotes, not in the running text.
Names of authors and editors: Use last names only (italics); separate multiple authors or editors using a slash; use et al. only for 3 or more authors/editors.

Titles of non-English publications: The title of the foreign publication should be used (retain the national language, the use of upper case/lower case, etc.).

Fixed Englishsage: Please keep the English abbreviations (ed/eds., p./pp., edn., fn.).

Court decisions
Provide the full name of the court in the national language, then provide the legal reference in the conventional format of the country of origin, the case number (if not already contained in the reference), and the margin number.


Statutes and other official documents
Provide the legal reference in the conventional format of the country of origin, including the names of the statutory texts/document titles in the national language. Please keep the English abbreviations (sec., §, para., margin no.)

Monographs / Books
First mention
Last name(s) of author(s), title of book (separate main title and subtitle using a colon), edition (from 2nd edition onwards), publisher and year of publication, exact location on page(s) (p. or §/margin no.)


Wessels/Beulke/Satzger, Strafrecht Allgemeiner Teil: Die Straftat und ihr Aufbau, 52nd edn., C.F. Müller 2022, § 1, margin no. 69.

Subsequent mention(s)
Last name(s) of author(s), abbreviated title of book, reference to footnote containing first mention of book in parentheses (fn. xy), page number

Geiss/Petrig, Piracy and Armed Robbery at Sea (fn. 7), pp. 21–23;

Wessels/Beulke/Satzger, Strafrecht Allgemeiner Teil (fn. 20), § 2 margin no. 12.

Journal and periodical articles
First mention
Last name(s) of author(s), title (main title + subtitle) of article in quotations marks, full name of journal/periodical + volume number, year of publication in parentheses, first page of article, exact page number or exact range of pages


Subsequent mention(s)

Last name(s) of author(s), abbreviated title of journal/periodical, reference to footnote containing first mention of journal/periodical in parentheses (fn. xy), exact page number or exact range of pages

Bernardi, Populismo giudiziario? (fn. 1), 709–710.

Articles in edited collections

First mention

Last name(s) of author(s), chapter (main title + subtitle), in: last name(s) of editors(s) (ed./eds.), full name of book, edition (from 2nd edition onwards), publisher and year of publication, exact page number or exact range of pages


Aebi, Inmigración y delincuencia, in: Aebi et al. (eds.), Aspectos esenciales de la criminología actual, Editorial UOC 2016, p. 82.

Subsequent mention(s)

Last name(s) of author(s), abbreviated title of chapter, reference to footnote containing first mention of chapter in parentheses (fn. xy), exact page number or exact range of pages

Duff, Intention Revisited (fn. 1), pp. 152–154;

Aebi, Inmigración y delincuencia (fn. 6), p. 99.

Publications in newspapers and other media

Authors’ names: Yes, if available (Please cite accordingly, depending on whether the author is named or not)

Dates: X.X.XXXX

If published online: See how to cite LINK below (under “Blogs and other online sources”)

First mention

a. Author(s) named
Last name(s) of author(s), Title of contribution, in newspaper/broadcast, date, exact location of source (in print: section or page; online: specify source as closely as possible); DOI or URL


b. Author(s) not named

Newspaper/Broadcast, date, title of contribution in quotation marks, exact location of source (in print: section or page; online: specify source as closely as possible); DOI or URL


Subsequent mention(s)

a. Authors named

Last name(s) of author(s), abbreviated title of contribution, reference to footnote containing first mention of newspaper/broadcast in parentheses (fn. xy)

Tokar, Corporate-Crime Database (fn. 3);

Szczepanski, Gwangju Massacre (fn. 5).

b. Author(s) not named

Newspaper/Broadcast, abbreviated title of contribution, reference to footnote containing first mention of newspaper/broadcast in parentheses (fn. xy);

Deutsche Welle, Suicidio médicamente asistido (fn. 8).

Blogs und other online sources

Necessary information: Follow the usual format (“see link xy” is not sufficient).

Type of source: Please specify.

LINK: DOI ist preferred. If URL is given, please add retrieval date.

First mention / Subsequent mention(s): See how to cite “Publications in newspapers and other media” above.

Steinbeis, Karlsruhe flüstert ein Beschlüssschen zur Sicherungsverwahrung, Verfassungsblog, 19.8.2010, 10.17176/20181008-132536-0;